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Data (test) Insight (diagnose) Action (treat)
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Context

↑ Demand: Ageing population; 
chronic, complex disease
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Over 65 population will double by 2030 to 1 in 4 Singaporeans Global scientific output doubling roughly every 9 years

↑ Supply: Rapid 
technological evolution

Data/decision overload



New technologies…
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https://mjolner.dk/2015/01/14/realizing-the-fourth-industrial-revolution/

“…fusion of technologies that is blurring the lines 
between the physical, digital, and biological spheres”
-- Klaus Schwab, World Economic Forum



New risks

• Unintentional: 
 20-30 bugs per 1000 lines of code
 Component testing ≠ integration testing 
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“We are building a civilization that is deeply connected yet 
technologically insecure… in other words, a world that is wired for 
crime.”

Similar potential risks in medical devices, pharma, care delivery…

• Intentional: 
 Ransomware:  ~45% of attacks targeted healthcare
 Data breaches in 1H2018: ~2 million patients
 Oct 2018 KLAS report: 10,000 devices/enterprise, 1/3 ”unpatchable”



A broader lens (unit of analysis)

• From individuals → communities
• From diseases → disease networks 
• From technical → sociotechnical
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Individuals → communities
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Policies & interventions

Health status

Access to quality healthcare

Technology

Behavior

Biology

Social environmentIndividual

Adapted from Healthy People 2010

Physical environment
+ 

microbiome



Individuals → communities
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Source: Institute for the Future

Source: Intel Digital Health group



Social support networks
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Zhang, et al. Oncotarget. 2017 Apr 4; 8(14): 22385–22405. 
doi:10.18632/oncotarget.7399

Benefit patients…

L Berkman, Director, Harvard Center for Population & Development Studies. 
www.who.int/healthinfo/15_Social_Networks_Berkman_ok.pdf

…but may also hurt caregivers



Individuals communities
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• Individual optimization ≠ societal optimization
• Conversely, social determinants of health are 

often essential for individual patients (e.g., 
Partners in Health, Roshan, peer support)

• Text messaging for chronic disease 
management → cost savings for diabetic 
patients… but ↑ utilization & 
reimbursements for cardiac patients

Causes of health variances 

30-40%    Health behaviors
15-40%    Social & economic factors
20-30%    Genetics
10-25%    Health care
5-10%      Physical environment

www.healthaffairs.org/do/10.1377/hpb20140821.404487/full/healthpolicybrief_123.pdf



Individuals → communities
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https://ourworldindata.org/tourism

~38 people get off planes each second

Facebook: 3.57 degrees of separation



Data points (analytical) → data clouds (ecological)
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Time 

Disease signal

Signal 
strength

Disease 
detected

Disease 
anticipated

(Noise)

Disease driver signals
Poverty, social inequality
Weather, climate change
Malnutrition, famine
Crowding, human/wildlife contact
Land use/ecosystem change
Disaster
…

Olsen, et al. 2015. Emerg Infect Dis. 21(8): 1285–1292. doi: 10.3201/eid2108.141156



Data points (analytical) → data clouds (ecological)
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Microbiome
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10x

130x

160x ↑

# cells

# genes

# species

Human
Bacterial

• Obesity
• Diabetes
• Heart disease
• Cancer
• Dementia

• Ageing
• Asthma
• Sleep
• Autism
• …



A broader lens (unit of analysis)

• From individuals → communities
• From diseases → disease networks 
• From technical → sociotechnical
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Diseases → disease networks
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Map of science 
derived from 

clickstream data
Bollen J, Van de Sompel H, Hagberg A, Bettencourt L, Chute R, et al. (2009) Clickstream Data Yields High-Resolution Maps of Science. PLoS ONE 4(3): e4803. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0004803  
http://127.0.0.1:8081/plosone/article?id=info:doi/10.1371/journal.pone.0004803

Nursing

Public health, 
demography

Biotech, 
pharma

Law,
economics 

international 
studies



Source: http://rocs.hu-berlin.de/complex_sys_2015/resources/Presentations/C_Mueller.pdf

Diseases Genes

Geographic   → genomic
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a



Kwang-Il Goh, and In-Geol Choi Briefings in Functional Genomics 2012;11:533-542

Human disease network graph
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• 67% of disorders linked to 
at least one other

• Giant cluster contains 516 
of 1284 (40%)



Re-classification of cancers
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Signal transduction Metabolism Chromatin remodeling

Cell cycle Processing Transcription & splicing

Source: J Chmielecki & M Meyerson. 2013. DNA sequencing of 
cancer: what have we learned? Ann Rev Med 65:63-79.



More targeted cancer treatment
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Source: J Chmielecki & M Meyerson. 2013. DNA sequencing of cancer: what have 
we learned? Ann Rev Med 65:63-79.
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Migraine closely related 
genetically to irritable bowel & 
environmentally to inflammation 
of the urinary tract → common 
mechanisms?
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genes genomics

proteins proteomics

metabolites metabolomics

bacteria microbiomics

∑



Predicting diabetes

• 12 years prior; 4-fold risk
• Metabolomic profiling superior to fasting blood 

glucose (AUC 0.89 vs. 0.84)
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Liu, et al. 2017 www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5533833/



A broader lens (unit of analysis)

• From individuals → communities
• From diseases → disease networks 
• From technical → sociotechnical
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Technical → sociotechnical
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Context matters…



Risks don’t exist in a vacuum…
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Risky 
behavior

Sedentary 
lifestyle

UAE

Singapore

www.healthdata.org/data-visualization/gbd-compare
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Malaria

Neonatal sepsis
TB

HIV/AIDS

Diarrhea

Malnutrition
Meningitis

Interpersonal violence

Pancreatic cancer

Breast cancer

Dementias

Prostate cancer

Diabetes

Neck pain
Lung cancer

Anxiety
Drug use

Colon cancer
Alcohol use

Self-harm

Lung cancer

Alcohol use

Colon cancer

Stomach cancer

Forces of nature in 
Caribbean

Wealthier Poorer

Global

Liver cancer in China

Interpersonal violence in 
Central & South America



…& neither does technology

• Users & their culture/beliefs 
 Built into product design 
 Determine acceptance/resistance, praxis, 

unintended consequences (60-80% EHR failure rate)
 Actor network / sociotechnical theory enables joint

optimization (human + technical)
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• Business models 
 Tech innovations have greater impact when embedded in 

disruptive business models - Clayton Christensen 

 “We have gone from genomics to 'universal'- omics, but 
the real challenge is how we translate this newfound 
knowledge into products that will improve and meet the 
needs of patients.” - Bill Dalton, PhD, MD, PMWC Program Co-Chair



Behavioral determinants of health
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Source: : Mokdad, et al. 2004. Actual causes of death in the United States, 2000. JAMA. 2004;291:1238-45. 



Technobiome
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“A house is a machine for living in.”
- -Le Corbusier. Vers Une Architecture. 1923.

“… joining and separation of human and nonhuman are everyday affairs.”
- Suchman. Human-Machine Reconfigurations. 2007.



Ethical dilemmas

• Moratorium on gene editing?
• Transhumanism, biohacking, nootropics
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“Monitoring the future”: prevalence (%) of drugs, 2017

8th graders 10th graders 12th graders

Amphetamines 5.7 8.2 9.2

Adderall 1.3 4.0 5.5
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https://api.globalchallenges.org/static/wp-content/uploads/12-Risks-with-infinite-impact.pdf



Platforms
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Approach: strip out part of the value chain & turn 
it into a utility 
• Startups: code repositories (GitHub), analytics 

(Google), storage (AWS), teamwork (Slack), 
CRM (Salesforce), workspace (WeWork)

• Healthcare/life sciences: AI/discovery, 
blockchain, sequencing, lab services, reagents, 
clinical trials



New entrants / wild cards
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Source: Nikhil Krishnan, CB Insights



• New data types
 Beyond usual text, tracings, & images

• New data sources
 Outside of the hospital, clinic & lab

• …create new information management challenges
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New data, new connections

• Health x economics 
 For 22,000 workers in 11 European 

countries, each year of economic stress 
(GDP ↓ >1%) ≈ ageing 2 years
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• Data surveillance industry ~$156B/yr
(2x combined US intelligence agencies)

 Acxiom has ~1500 fields for  >700M people 
worldwide, including 96% of US households; 
70 clusters for predictive & behavioral 
targeting

• Health x social media
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Some local snapshots

• Silicon Valley
• Middle East
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2216 health/tech startups, $77B funding
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Digital health 2018: ~400 deals, $6.9B
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Health/tech startup funding, 2Q2018
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Insurance/payments
Patient engagement
Population management



InsurTech – 876 companies
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Some recent health/tech startups (& themes)

• Rapid DNA sequencing & microbiome
 Pathogenomix promises 5 minute pathogen identification via 

curated sequence databases
• Mental & behavioral health 

 Zenful - engaging students via adaptive messaging
• Re-purposing drugs based on new understanding of underlying 

disease mechanisms
 Exelogen – treating intracranial pressure by re-purposing GLP-1R 

drugs used for diabetes & obesity
• New forms of imaging enabled by AI

 LifeWave – radiofrequency monitoring of lung congestion (CHF, 
ARDS, COPD) – interestingly, doing clinical trials in US & China

 Tibot – AI enhanced skin lesion diagnosis
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Asia surpassing US?
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2Q 2018



Some actionable insights

• From individuals → communities
 Find & learn from startups in population health
 Explore ways to tap into social networks

• From diseases → disease networks
 Closely monitor advances in molecular biology
 Anticipate how new understanding might change risk pools

• From technical → sociotechnical
 Play out scenarios around social/cultural implications of tech
 Look for new business models & platforms
 Combinatorial innovation!
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